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Abstract

One of the major sources of uncertainty in predictions of wind farm

noise (WFN) reflect parametric and model structure uncertainty. The model

structure uncertainty is a systematic uncertainty, which relates to uncer-

tainty about the appropriate mathematical structure of the models. Here we

quantified the model structure uncertainty in predicting WFN arising from

multi-input models, including nine ground impedance and four wind speed

profile models. We used a numerical ray tracing sound propagation model

for predicting the noise level at different receivers. We found that variations

between different ground impedance models and wind speed profile models

were significant sources of uncertainty, and that these sources contributed

to predicted noise level differences in excess of 10 dBA at distances greater

than 3.5 km. We also found that differences between atmospheric vertical

wind speed profile models were the main source of uncertainty in predicting

WFN at long-range distances. When predicting WFN, it is important to
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acknowledge variability associated with different models as this contributes

to the uncertainty of the predicted values.
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1. Introduction

A crucial step to reduce potential impacts of noise on humans is to max-

imise the accuracy of noise prediction models. Accurate noise predictions

during the planning stage of a new project can reduce the chance of pos-

sible exceedances of relevant allowable limits during the operational stage

[1]. Recent advances in our knowledge and computational resources have

allowed for the development of complex sound propagation models [2, 3, 4],

to help account a variety of complex input parameters such as atmospheric

and topographical conditions. Despite recent advances in modelling meth-

ods, predicting outdoor noise levels still remains challenging and high levels

of uncertainty remain [5, 6, 7].

Uncertainty in predicting noise levels can be attributed to differences

in specifying model parameters (parameter uncertainty) and the choice of

prediction model (model uncertainty) [3]. For example, parameter uncer-

tainty includes uncertainty in ground flow resistivity due to variations in the

ground composition between source and receiver, terrain profile and vertical

atmospheric sound speed profile, which can also vary significantly between

source and receiver [8, 9, 7]. Model uncertainty includes physical and math-

ematical assumptions and numerical approximations [3], which are different
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for different models. Recent progress has been made to quantify parame-

ter uncertainty such as uncertain geometries [10], atmospheric turbulence

[11], meteorological states and ground properties [6, 5, 12]. In particular,

by modelling the distribution of input parameters such as the atmospheric

vertical wind speed profile, flow resistivity and porosity of the ground, de-

rived from experimental data, Van Renterghem and Botteldooren [6] found

that 95% confidence interval around predicted noise levels can be up to 10

dBA, even for short range propagation (< 250 m). Through investigating

the uncertainty associated with source and receiver positions at short-range

(< 200 m), Parry et al. [10] found that the statistical distributions of prop-

agation attenuation spectra were strongly affected by location uncertainties

associated with these positions. The sensitivity of the parabolic equation

model (PE), a widely-used model for outdoor noise propagation, has also

been extensively investigated [13, 14, 9]. Kayser et al. [9] found that the

most sensitive parameters include the atmospheric vertical wind speed pro-

file coefficient, the angle between the wind and the source-receiver direction

and the flow resistivity of the ground.

If the most sensitive parameters such as atmospheric vertical wind speed

profile coefficient and flow resistivity are well-determined, then the uncer-

tainty would be expected to be minimised. However, these parameters also

need to be used as inputs to impedance [15] and atmospheric vertical wind

speed profile models [16] (hereafter referred to as input models) to estimate

ground reflection coefficients and the atmospheric vertical sound speed pro-

file, which can then be used in sound propagation models such as PE or

ray tracing [3]. Consequently, uncertainty in the ground impedance or wind
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speed profile models will contribute to uncertainty in the final results pro-

vided by the model. Although model uncertainty is considered extensively

in other fields such as crop prediction [17] or climate change [18], it is largely

overlooked in outdoor noise level prediction models.

The purpose of this study was to quantify and characterise the uncertainty

in outdoor noise level predictions from input model uncertainty. Specifically,

we first sought to ascertain whether the uncertainty associated with atmo-

spheric vertical wind speed profile models and ground impedance models is

non-negligible for a simplified controlled case with flat terrain and fixed in-

put values. We then used interaction and partition analysis to investigate

the characteristics of these uncertainty sources over long-range propagation.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design

The study design is summarised in Figure 1. Eight ground flow resistiv-

ity values and five wind shear coefficients (or surface roughness lengths) were

input into nine impedance models and four atmospheric vertical wind speed

profile models, respectively. The impedance model outputs (i.e., character-

istic impedance values) and atmospheric vertical wind speed profile model

outputs were then used to calculate plane-wave reflection coefficients and at-

mospheric vertical sound speed profiles. These parameters were then input

into a numerical ray tracing sound propagation model implemented using

BELLHOP [19]. Other input parameters were fixed, including source loca-

tion and height (80 m), receiver height (1.5 m) and the wind turbine source

noise spectrum (See Supplementary Fig. S1 for details). The uncertainties
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in predictions of A-, C- and unweighted sound pressure levels (SPLs) were

quantified at every 0.1 km between 0.5 and 10 km from the turbine.

Some input parameters were simplified to make the problem tractable

and to improve computational efficiency whilst retaining conventional model

complexity needed to address the primary study aims. Specifically, the ter-

rain profile was assumed to be flat, which is commonly used by practitioners

in outdoor wind farm noise predictions [20]. This assumption also eliminates

additional uncertainty associated with the effects of more complex terrain.

Although the PE model has been recommended for outdoor noise propaga-

tion [3], the numerical ray tracing model is more efficient, which makes it

more suitable for uncertainty quantification where computational speed is

critical [4]. Also, compared to experimental data measured at wind farms in

Europe, ray tracing model predictions agree well with the measurements in

flat or smooth even terrain [21]. Three levels of ground flow resistivity were

used, representing ground surface types from very soft, normal uncompacted

ground to compacted dense ground [22]. Also, three levels of the wind shear

coefficient (or surface roughness lengths) were investigated to cover the typi-

cal expected range of meteorological conditions. Only uncertainty in predict-

ing SPL in the downwind direction was investigated. Fixed input parameters

of source and receiver heights were chosen based on the average hub height

and the height of the human ear above the ground, respectively. The Suzlon

S88 2.1 MW wind turbine noise spectra were obtained from experimental

data [23]. Finally, overall noise level weightings including A-, C- and un-

weighted SPLs were determined because they are the most common metrics

used for outdoor noise predictions [20, 22]. Details regarding the calculation
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of A-, C- and unweighted SPLs from source noise levels, with propagation

loss included, are shown in the Supplementary algorithm 1.
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Figure 1: Uncertainty propagation pipeline.

2.2. Ground impedance models

Nine commonly-used impedance models were implemented as listed in

Table 1. These models were selected based on a comprehensive review paper

[15], outdoor sound propagation textbooks [3, 2], and recent publications [24].

Only impedance models with four or less input parameters were included in

the analysis. Detailed equations can be found in the original papers or in

Supplementary table S1. Codes for implementing these models were written

using the Julia computer programming language (https://julialang.org/).
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Table 1: Impedance models and required input parameters.

Model Input param-

eter*

Reference

Imp1: Delany & Bazley model σ [15, 25]

Imp2: Variable porosity model σ, α [26]

Imp3: Wilson relaxation model σ, Ω [27, 3]

Imp4: Zwikker & Kosten model σ, Ω, q2 [15, 28]

Imp5: Taraldesen’s model σ, Ω, q2 [29]

Imp6: Hamet phenomenological model σ, Ω, q2 [30]

Imp7: Identical tortuous slit-like pore model σ, Ω, q2 [31]

Imp8: Horoshenkov’s three parameter model Ω, s̄, σs [24, 32]

Imp9: Attenborough’s four parameter model σ, Ω, q2, sf [31]

* The input parameters include: flow resistivity σ, rate of porosity variation with depth

α, porosity Ω, tortuosity q2, pore shape factor sf , mean pore size s̄, and standard deviation

in log-normal mean pore size σs.

Table 2 lists input values for the impedance models. Eight ground flow

resistivity values were used which represent eight types of ground: very soft

to water surface (See table 5.2 in [22]). Other parameters were chosen by

calculating the median value of their typical range (See Supplementary Table

S2 for details). The flow resistivity, σ, was used for all models except model

Imp8 [24] which uses mean pore size, s̄, instead. However, to simplify the

analysis, the mean pore size in model Imp8 was estimated from the flow resis-

tivity using Eq. (56) in [24]. The flow resistivity was the focus of the present

study because it is one of the most important parameters for estimating the
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ground effect in noise propagation models [14]. Our sensitivity analysis also

showed this to be the most sensitive parameter for the impedance model (See

Results section).

Table 2: Input values for impedance models.

Parameter, unit Value

Flow resistivity (σ), KPa s m−2 {12.5, 31.5, 80, 200, 500, 2000, 20000, 200000}

Porosity (Ω) 0.4

Tortuosity (q) 1.4

Porosity variation rate (α), m−1 5.5

Pore shape factor (sf ) 0.75

Standard deviation of mean pore

size (σs)

0.3

The characteristic impedance values were used to calculate the plane-wave

reflection coefficient. The plane-wave reflection coefficient was used instead

of the spherical-wave reflection coefficient as recommended by Ostashev and

Wilson [3], given that the wavefront geometry assumptions used to derive the

spherical-wave coefficient are not applicable when refraction is present ([3],

p. 359). Therefore, the more complicated formula used to model spherical-

wave reflection does not necessarily provide better results. The plane-wave

reflection coefficient, Rp(ψ, ω), that depends on the grazing angle ψ and

frequency ω is calculated as follows:

Rp(ψ, ω) =
sinψ − 1/Zc(ω)

sinψ + 1/Zc(ω)
, (1)
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where Zc(ω) is the normalised acoustic impedance of the ground, which is

frequency dependent.

2.3. Wind extrapolation models

Four atmospheric vertical wind speed profile models were implemented

as listed in Table 3. These models are commonly used in the wind energy

industry, as outlined in a comprehensive review paper by Gualtieri [16] and

outdoor noise propagation textbooks [3, 2]. We also limited our study to gen-

eral atmospheric vertical wind speed profile models which are applicable to a

range of conditions from unstable to stable. The power law and logarithmic

law-based models account for greater than 90% of wind energy applications

[16]. Calculation details can be found in [16] or Supplementary Table S3 and

our open-source code as provided in Section 2.6.

Table 3: Wind extrapolation models and required input parameters.

Model Input parameter* Reference

Wind1: Log-linear law model z0 [33]

Wind2: Power law model α [34]

Wind3: Smedman-Högström and

Högström model

z0 [35]

Wind4: Panofsky model z0 [36]

* The input parameters include z0- roughness length; α- wind shear coefficient.

There are two required input parameters for these models which include

the wind shear coefficient (α) and roughness length (zo). These input values

are shown in Table 4 derived from our one year data set measured at 1.3 km
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from the nearest wind turbine of a South Australian wind farm. The five

levels of the wind shear coefficient and surface roughness lengths correspond

with the 2.5th, 25th, 50th 25th and 97.5th percentiles of the distribution of

data measured over one year (See Results section).

Table 4: Input values for wind models.

Parameter, unit Value

Wind shear coefficient (α) {0.001, 0.13, 0.21, 0.39, 0.79}

Surface roughness length (z0), m {0.001, 0.002, 0.03, 0.26, 0.87}

Reference height (href ), m 10

Reference wind speed (vref ), m/s 2.7

2.4. Ray tracing model

To predict noise levels at receivers, we used a numerical ray tracing

method [3]. This method calculates ray paths and their amplitude, allowing

the acoustic pressure field at receivers to be estimated. Although the inherent

high-frequency approximations [3, 4] of ray tracing models lead to somewhat

coarse accuracy in the results, ray tracing models are more efficient and thus

more suitable for uncertainty quantification than more computationally de-

manding methods [4].

To implement the ray tracing model, we used BELLHOP, a comprehen-

sive open-source ray tracing program, written in FORTRAN by Porter [19]

and widely used for underwater acoustic sound propagation [4]. Bellhop

was developed to model underwater acoustic wave guiding between the sea

bed and the water-air interface. These typical boundary conditions in Bell-

hop are different to atmospheric acoustic sound propagation, for which the
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sound wave travels between the ground surface and the open air space. To

transfer Bellhop to atmospheric sound propagation applications, we made

some modifications to the Bellhop model. There are several ways to transfer

typical boundary conditions in Bellhop to atmospheric sound propagation

applications. One of the most convenient features of Bellhop is that it allows

users to input the reflection coefficients for the top and bottom boundary

conditions. This option makes the adaptation of Bellhop straightforward.

Specifically, we used the reflection coefficient R = 0 for the top layer to

model the open air space boundary as used in [37], resulting in the top

boundary being assigned as a no reflection boundary. For the ground sur-

face boundary, we used the reflection coefficients calculated using Eq. (1).

Other input parameters such as the sound speed profile and terrain profile

can be inputted directly to Bellhop without any major modifications. We

also developed a wrapper package in Julia programming language to imple-

ment Bellhop. The source code and several example cases were also provided

in https://github.com/ducphucnguyen/FreeRay.jl.

The parameters of the ray tracing model such as the number of rays,

launching angle range and beam type are shown in Table 5. These pa-

rameters were determined as suggested in [38] and our convergence analysis

(See Supplementary Fig. S2-S5). We used several approaches to validate

the Bellhop model such as comparing with analytical solutions, results in

atmospheric sound propagation textbooks [39, 3], and the benchmark case

results [8]. In general, the results using Bellhop were comparable to analyt-

ical and previously published results, indicating that Bellhop is reliable for

atmospheric sound propagation applications. Figure 2 shows the validation
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of Bellhop using analytical solutions. The analytical case is a point source

at 80 m and a receiver at 1.5 m above ground level. The prediction range is

up to 10 km. The source emits a tone at frequencies of 10, 100 and 1000 Hz.

The sound speed is constant at 343 m/s. We validated the model for two

cases with different ground surface conditions. For case 1, a perfectly hard

ground surface was used, in which the plane wave reflection coefficient was

set to R = 1. For case 2, an absorbing ground surface was used with ground

surface parameters similar to values in Table I in [8] (i.e., flow resistivity of

366 kPasm−2, porosity of 0.27, pore shape factor of 0.25 and grain shape fac-

tor of 0.5). Other validation results are provided in detail in Supplementary

Fig. S6-13.

Table 5: Ray tracing model parameters.

Parameter Value (Type)

Number of rays 16001

Angle step 0.01

Launching angle [−80o, 80o]

Beam shape Gaussian shape

Pressure contribution Coherent

Ray step (ray segment length) 1.0 m

Sound speed interpolation Linear
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Figure 2: Validations of ray tracing results with analytical solution.

2.5. Statistical analysis

2.5.1. Sensitivity analysis

To estimate the relative importance of each input parameter on the out-

put of the ground impedance models, global sensitivity analysis based on the

Sobol method was implemented [40]. The input parameters for the ground

impedance models included parameters as shown in Table 2, while the output

parameters were the real part of specific ground surface impedance values.

The resulting information regarding the relative importance of input param-

eters was used to reduce simulation complexity.

Global sensitivity analysis is a variance-based method that decomposes

the variance of the model outputs into fractions contributed by each input
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parameter and their interactions. Standardised to a total variance of unity

provides fractional variance contributions as follows:

∑
i

Si +
∑
i

∑
j>i

Sij + ...+ S12...k = 1, (2)

where Si measures the main effect of the i-th parameter on the output model

and Sij denotes the high-order interaction indices between input parameters.

The total effect of the i-th parameter, ST i, can be simply considered as

the main effect Si plus all interaction terms including the i-th parameter.

An input parameter with a higher value of ST i is considered to have higher

importance.

2.5.2. Partition uncertainty

The uncertainty of noise prediction in the analysis undertaken here arises

from uncertainties in the impedance models and atmospheric vertical wind

speed profile models. To decompose the total uncertainty into contributing

sources, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used, as proposed by Yip et al.

[41]. The total uncertainty T (r) as a function of range r, is simply the

variance of the predicted noise levels, defined as:

T (r) = ImpMl(r) +WindMl(r) + I(r), (3)

where ImpMl(r), WindMl(r) and I(r) are the uncertainties due to impedance

models, atmospheric vertical wind speed profile models and their interaction,

respectively. The proportion of uncertainty contribution from each source is

estimated and normalised by the total uncertainty T (r).
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2.5.3. Statistical tests

All statistical analysis and data visualisation were implemented in R pro-

gramming language (http://www.r-project.org/). Sensitivity analysis based

on the Sobol method was implemented using packages ‘multisensi’ and ‘sen-

sivivity’. Partition uncertainty was implemented by the authors as explained

in section 2.6. Linear regression was performed using the R base. The sig-

nificance threshold used was α = 0.05.

2.6. Data and code availability

Simulations were run in parallel on the Flinders DeepThought HPC com-

puter using a single node with 128 logical processors with 500 GB RAM.

Our wrapper package, called FreeRay, written in Julia code to implement

BELLHOP, is provided at https://github.com/ducphucnguyen/FreeRay.jl

3. Results

3.1. Sensitivity analysis and model discrepancy

The flow resistivity and porosity of the ground were the most influential

parameters that significantly affected the model output (i.e., characteristic

impedance, then affecting the reflection coefficient). An example of sensi-

tivity analysis for the four parameter ground impedance model (Imp9) [42]

is shown in Figure 3a. Similar results were obtained for other models and

are provided in Supplementary Fig. S14-S15. Flow resistivity was the most

influential parameter on uncertainty at frequencies less than 800 Hz, while

porosity was more influential at higher frequencies, in agreement with Atten-

borough et al. [43]. The pore shape factor was less influential, and tortuousity
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only contributed as a minor factor at high frequencies. Variation between

ground impedance models is shown in Figure 3b. A large discrepancy in the

reflection coefficient was observed, especially at higher grazing angles, indi-

cating a possible source of uncertainty. The largest difference was between

the variable porosity model (Imp2) and Attenborough’s four parameter model

(Imp9).
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Figure 3: Ground impedance model. a, Sensitivity analysis for Attenborough’s four pa-

rameter model [42]. b, Ground reflection coefficients for all impedance models using the

same set of input parameters.

Similarly, a large discrepancy between wind profiles was observed when

using different wind extrapolation models (Figure 4a). Although both the

power law model and log-linear law model are most often used by the wind

industry, the difference between these models was the largest. Wind shear

coefficient and surface roughness length were calculated from our experimen-

tal data [44] as shown in Figure 4b,c. In our simulation (see Figure 1), we
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used the values at 2.5th, 25th, 50th and 75th 97.5th percentiles.
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the figure. c, Wind speed profiles estimated from wind extrapolation models using the

same set of input parameters.

3.2. Uncertainty in predicting noise levels

Predicted noise level uncertainty increased with distance for all three

metrics as shown in Figure 5. Predicted noise level variations were smaller

at distances less than 1 km, but the variation was substantial at distances

greater than 4 km. The noise level at long-range distances was dominated by

influences associated with refracted rays [3]. These refracted rays occurred

due to the positive wind profiles (increase in wind velocity as a function of
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height). Thus, the larger variation between the atmospheric vertical wind

speed profile model outputs could be attributed to the interaction between

refracted rays, which results in higher variations of predicted noise levels. For

reference, the predicted noise levels using the spherical spreading law were

also calculated as shown in dashed curves in Figure 5. This model depends

on distance only, and thus these curves were considered as the maximum

predicted noise levels in an unbounded homogeneous medium [4].
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Figure 5: Uncertainty due to input models. a, b and c, A-, C- and unweighted SPLs

and their variations due to model uncertainty. The area with darker colour is interquartile

range, while lighter colour is between 2.5th and 97.5th range. The line in the middle of

the area show median line. All input parameters for the propagation model were fixed.

Flow resistivity σ = 200 kPa s m−2, wind shear coefficient α = 0.21 and surface roughness

length z0 = 0.03, corresponding to median levels.
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To further quantify uncertainty, the variation (95% range) of the pre-

dicted noise levels are shown in Figure 6a. All three metrics showed similar

patterns. For example, the variation increased linearly between 0.5 and 3.5

km at a rate of 0.8 dB/km. Between 4 and 10 km, the variation was gener-

ally between around 3.5 and 10 dB, although local peaks and troughs were

observed outside of this range. The uncertainty in predicting A-weighted

SPLs could be above 10 dBA at particular locations, indicating strong con-

structive and destructive interference between direct and reflected waves [3].

These detailed patterns would not be well predicted using typical engineering

models to predict wind farm noise [45].

The relationships between uncertainty, distance and frequency are shown

in Figure 6b. Higher uncertainty was observed at higher frequencies and

longer-range receivers. This indicates that uncertainty quantification is highly

dependent on the frequency content of noise sources. Specifically, if the noise

source spectrum is dominated by low frequencies, the predicted noise level

is likely to have a lower associated uncertainty compared to a noise source

with a dominant high frequency content.
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3.3. Partition uncertainty

To identify the contribution of each uncertainty source to the variation of

predicted noise levels, partition uncertainty analysis was implemented (See

Methods section 2.5.2), and the results are shown in Figure 7. The total

variation was decomposed into each uncertainty source such as atmospheric

vertical wind speed profile models, ground impedance models and their in-

teraction. The contribution of impedance models to the total uncertainty

was significantly reduced with increasing distance. Impedance models con-

tributed >75% of total uncertainty of predicted A-weighted SPLs up to 0.5

km, which reduced to < 25% at 1 km (Figure 7a). Similar trends were also
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observed for predicted C- and unweighted SPLs (Figure 7b, c), but the re-

duction in uncertainty occurred at a lower rate, indicating that impedance

models were likely to have a greater effect on the low frequency content.

In contrast, atmospheric vertical wind speed profile models were the main

source of uncertainty at long-range distances. At distances greater than 2.5

km, this source contributed to > 95%, 90% and 85% of the variation for pre-

dicted A-, C- and unweighted SPLs, respectively. The interaction between

these two uncertainty sources was small as shown in red regions in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Partition uncertainty analysis. Each vertical slice of the plot represents the

contribution of each uncertainty source to the total uncertainty. For example, in figure

(a), at a distance of 0.5 km, the uncertainty in predicted noise level comprises 80% and 20%

contributions from the discrepancies associated with the ground impedance models and

wind speed profile models, respectively, while the contribution associated with interaction

between these models is small.

3.4. Interaction with input value

To further investigate if changing the flow resistivity and wind shear co-

efficient (or ground roughness length) can affect uncertainty in predicting

A-weighted SPL, eight levels of flow resistivity were combined with five levels

of refractive state. Each combination went through the uncertainty propaga-

tion pipeline (Figure 1) in order to quantify the level of uncertainty, as shown

in Figure 8. Uncertainty increased with increasing flow resistivity, σ, wind
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shear coefficient, α, and distance (linear regression, all P -value < 0.001, R2

= 0.45), fitted linear equations as follows:

Uncertainty (dB) = −1.6× 10−2 + 8.4× 10−6σ + 6.3α + 1.0× distance

(4)

Changing the flow resistivity did not substantially impact uncertainty.

For example, uncertainty increased by 1.7 dB when flow resistivity increased

from 12.5 to 200,000 kPa s m−2. In contrast, uncertainty increased by ap-

proximately 5 dB when the wind shear coefficient increased from 0.001 to

0.79. The uncertainty was also much more sensitive to changes in distance,

increasing by 9.5 dB from 0.5 to 10 km. Eq. (4) could be used to estimate

the uncertainty associated with input models in wind farm noise prediction.
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cient (or roughness length). a, Low wind shear coefficient was combined with eight levels

of flow resistivity. Each combination was included as an input to the propagation model

to quantify the uncertainty. b, high wind shear states were combined with eight levels of

flow resistivity.

4. Discussion

Variations between different impedance and atmospheric vertical wind

speed profile models were identified as non-negligible uncertainty sources,

especially for long-range noise predictions. We also found that atmospheric

vertical wind speed profile model variations had greater effects on the uncer-
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tainty in noise level predictions than variations in ground impedance models

at long-range distances.

The discrepancy between input models results in large uncertainties in

predicting outdoor noise levels. The uncertainty can reach over 10 dBA at

distances greater than 4 km. As impedance models differ in the way they use

input variables, set parameters and use approximations, large discrepancies

between these models in calculating impedance have been reported [2, 46,

29, 27, 3]. Although recommendations for using a suitable impedance model

for outdoor sound propagation applications have been made [15, 3, 27], a

range of different models are still used for predicting outdoor noise. The

single parameter semi-empirical model proposed by Delany and Bazley [25]

has been used widely to characterise outdoor ground surfaces, although this

model can be erroneous for low frequencies in some cases [29]. Similarly,

logarithmic wind profile models are now considered unsuitable for calculating

the wind profile compared to power law models [16], although both models

are still used for outdoor noise prediction [20, 22, 47]. Suggesting a suitable

impedance model or wind profile model for outdoor noise prediction is beyond

the scope of the current study, given that uncertainty of predictions is not

necessarily a reflection of model accuracy. However, these findings highlight

that discrepancies between models can be a large source of uncertainty.

Uncertainty associated with model discrepancy at long-range locations is

mainly due to atmospheric vertical wind speed profile models. This might

be due to the contribution of sound refraction at long range locations [20, 3].

In contrast, the effect of ground impedance models on the uncertainty of

long-range noise prediction is small. This is likely because sound waves are
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significantly attenuated by the ground after reflecting multiple times. Our

findings suggest that for long-range noise predictions, more focus should be

placed on determining the atmospheric vertical wind speed profile and other

meteorological conditions. These parameters should be estimated by mea-

surement or by using more sophisticated models, such as a dedicated microm-

eteorological code (SUBMESO, [48]) which simulates wind and temperature

fields over moderately complex terrain with high resolution.

A limitation of the present study is that only uncertainty in the down-

wind direction was investigated. The simplification of geometry is a further

limitation, although this makes the problem more tractable and general. We

were also unable to comprehensively consider other parameters known to

significantly influence noise predictions, including temperature profiles, at-

mospheric turbulence and noise source characteristics [3]. We also did not

consider variations in ground impedance and wind speed profiles that could

occur as noise propagates from the source to the receiver. Another limitation

of our study is that the uncertainty associated with the discrepancy between

sound propagation models was not quantified. This could be one of the most

important sources of uncertainty as a large difference between models has

been found in [39, 49, 50, 51]. A comprehensive uncertainty quantification

which considers both parametric and model structure uncertainty is needed

to comprehensively understand variations in noise predictions. The ray trac-

ing model is efficient and more suitable for uncertainty quantification where

calculation speed is important [4]. However, it contains potentially problem-

atic high frequency approximations and caustics [3]. Although the problems

with caustics in ray models can be reduced by implementing the Gaussian
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beam tracing approach, as in Bellhop ([4] , page 180), the problem is not

completely addressed and thus wave-based methods such as the PE model

should be considered in future studies to improve model performance.

5. Conclusions

We conclude that the model structure uncertainty associated with multi-

input models is significant. Our study is the first attempt to quantify this

systematic source of uncertainty that is typically overlooked in quantifying

outdoor noise prediction uncertainty. The level of uncertainty increases with

distance between the source and receiver and can exceed 10 dBA at distances

greater than 3.5 km for cases with high wind shear and high ground flow re-

sistivity. We also find that uncertainty increases with increasing wind shear

coefficient and ground flow resistivity. We have provided a quantitative con-

tribution of each uncertainty source to the variation of predicted noise levels.

We found that the uncertainty associated with ground impedance models

was small at distances greater than 1 km, while most of the variation in pre-

dicted SPL was attributed to vertical wind speed profile models, suggesting

that good knowledge of the refractive state of the atmosphere is mandatory

when predicting WFN noise at distances greater than 1 km. Our approach

presented here could be extended to quantify other systematic sources of

uncertainty such as that arising from the use of different sound propagation

models. Combining model structure uncertainty and parametric uncertainty

arising from imperfect models of complex systems, outdoor sound prediction

practice could be advanced to a more unified and probabilistic approach that

has been successfully applied in other fields such as weather forecasting.
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